Control of simple arm movements in elderly humans.
Eight elderly subjects (aged 68-95 years) and 6 young adults (aged 21-24 years) performed elbow flexion and extension movements in a visual step-tracking paradigm. Movement amplitudes ranging from 10 degrees-80 degrees were made under two instructions: "move at own speed" and "move fast and accurate." In a second experiment, 5 elderly subjects practiced 30 degrees movements for a total of 180 flexion and 180 extension movements under the instruction to increase movement speed, while maintaining accuracy, during practice. Movement trajectories became more variable as both movement amplitude and speed increased. Trajectory variability was greater in the elderly subjects for both the acceleratory and deceleratory phases of movements. This was due primarily to a greater rate of increase in trajectory variability during the acceleration phase in the elderly. With practice, elderly subjects could substantially reduce trajectory variability with little change in movement speed. The agonist burst initiating movements was qualitatively normal in the elderly subjects. However, there was considerable tonic cocontraction of agonist and antagonist muscles prior to and during movement. Phasic antagonist EMG activity was obviously abnormal in many elderly subjects. There was often no clear antagonist burst associated with deceleration of the movements or, if present, it was timed inappropriately early. With practice, combined agonist-antagonist EMG variability decreased. A clear antagonist burst also developed during practice in most elderly subjects, but its inappropriate timing remained in all but one subject. The results show that movement trajectories are less accurately controlled in the elderly.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)